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Abstract 

This paper presents a novel method to recognize high density crowd behaviors using 

micro-behaviors combining with Sparse Representation based on Locally Linear Embedding 

(named LLE-based Sparse Representation or LLE-SR). We extract micro-behaviors from 

each frame, respectively named Fountainhead, Bottleneck, Blocking, Lane and Ring/Arch, 

and construct micro-behaviors histograms to better describe complex high density crowd 

scenes. As the mid-lever semantic, micro-behaviors solve the gap between the high-level 

semantics and low-level semantic, and the creation of them does not need any information of 

target track. LLE-SR method fully considers the behavior of local manifold structure of 

samples. Through adding LLE regularization term in sparse classification model, the 

unstable property of the manifold structure can be solved, and then recognition rate is 

improved. Numerous experiments have been conducted in real scenes, the results of which 

demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method for high density crowd 

behavior recognition. 

Keywords: high density crowds, behavior recognition, micro-behaviors, LLE-based Sparse 

Representation 

1. Introduction 

The safety of crowds has drawn great attention of researchers in the area of video monitor. 

Most studies focus on the abnormal events detection, and traditional approaches of 

surveillance tasks are almost based on motion detecting /tracking individuals [1-6] , using 

trajectories to describe the scene and behaviors of people. However, these methods are not 

applicable for high density crowds. In real-world situation, we find that high density crowd 

behaviors in complex scenarios can be composed by multiple micro-behaviors without 

knowing individual behaviors, which will be used to conduct training examples of Sparse 

Representation, realizing crowds’ behaviors recognition.  

Recent methods for crowd’s analyses focus on abnormal or unexpected behaviors detection
 

[7-8]. With the development of compressed sensing, the method based on sparse 

representation is widely used in various fields [9-12]. Conventional sparse representation of 

the model does not consider the local manifold structure of the test samples, leading to the 

instability of sparse decomposition. Inspired by sparse representation and manifold learning
 

[13-14] method, this paper presents crowd behavior recognition solution based on local linear 

embedding
 
[15] sparse representation to distinguish different behaviors, not only making a 

simple judgment about abnormal behaviors, fully considering local structure of samples. 

Experimental results show that the sparse representation based on locally linear embedding 

algorithm can effectively improve the ability to distinguish samples and get good 

experimental results for behavior recognition of high density crowds. 
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The aim of our work is to devise a holistic approach that can achieve specific high object-

density behavior analysis. It can be expressed by micro-behaviors combined with LLE-based 

Sparse Representation that we propose in this paper, and does not need to know the individual 

behavior accurately. The method is not only suitable for low but also high density crowd 

scenes. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 and 3 the methodology is 

laid out, including micro-behaviors extraction and common crowd abnormal behaviors 

recognition. Section 4 shows experimental results and Section 5 concludes this paper. 
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Figure 1. The Framework of the Proposed Method 

2. Construction of Micro-behaviors 

In this section, we will introduce micro-behaviors, and the framework is shown as 

follows: 
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Figure 2. The Construction of Micro-behaviors 

In paper [17], a framework has been introduced to identify multiple crowd behaviors 

through stability analysis for dynamical systems. But our method is different. Firstly, 

our method does not need any particles trajectories to represent the motion in the scene. 

Secondly, we do not analyze all of the particles within the ROI. The article emphasizes 

that a grid of particles is overlaid on the initial frame and advected with the flow. 

Through particle advection and the resulting accumulation of particles, each ROI is 

computed. What’s more, the algorithm is repeated over sequential clips of a video in 

order to record changes in eigenvalues, which may imply changes in behavior.Thirdly, 

we use eigenvalues of valid sampling points to conduct five micro-behaviors, and use 

short-term characteristics to express different behaviors. 

Through the improved spectral flow method, the optical flow in motion area can be 

calculated, and we can obtain a continuous dynamical system (1): 
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( ) [ ( ) , ( ) ]F w u w v w ,                                                                   (1) 

with ( ) [ ( ) , ( ) ]w t x t y t  , and u and v  represent pixel velocities in the x  and 

y directions, respectively. According to Taylor’s  theorem, we denote 
F

J as follows: 

F

x y
J

x y

 

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
  

.                                                                          (2) 

F
J  is the Jacobian matrix for ( )F w , and we hope that the important information 

about the five crowd micro-behaviors flow as shown in Fig.3 can be reflected by the 

eigenvalues of 
F

J . However, in the process of crowd behavior analysis, there are some 

questions which we must note as follows: 
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Figure 3. Illustration of Five Crowd Micro-behaviors Flow 

(a) A certain noise does exist in the movement velocity field, such as human arms and 

legs swinging back and forth and so on. This will significantly affect the results of the 

upcoming analysis of micro-behavior; 

(b) A target’s movement information can be expressed by multiple pixels (What we 

should pay more special attention to is that these pixels might tend to share the same or 

similar movement information), but in the process of micro-behavior analysis, using 

these pixels to build Jacobian matrix is not what we want, and unreasonable, even 

leading to erroneous analysis result directly; 

(c) In the velocity field of crowd scenery, there are a lot of background points (that 

means the velocities of these pixels are zero).  If appropriate filter is not employed for 

these points, the problems mentioned in (b) can also be encountered because of the 

invalid computation. 

Based on the above reasons, it is necessary to make proper sampling for every frame 

of video sequences. So, differently from article [17], we make appropriate sample in 

accordance with the targets size after obtaining u and v  from optical flow, being 

maximum extent consistent with the actual movement. The details will be introduced in 

Section 5. 

 At the same time, sampling pixel angles = a rc ta n ( / )v u  can be checked. We cluster 

the sampling pixels by checking  , and the number of sampling pixels in each cluster is 

a signification measure for that cluster, because candidate points (valid sampling 

pixels) will be defined as pixels which included in major clusters(Typically, a major 

cluster contains at least one third of the total sample pixels.). We put each frame image 

change as a short-term movement, and use these valid sampling point motion 

information to obtain Jacobian matrix has shown, the eigenvalues of which are the 
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solutions of a characteristic equation 
2

0     , where   is the trace and   is the 

determinant of the matrix. We can easily find that: 

2

1, 2

1
( 4 )

2
      ,                           (3) 

in which 
1 2

    and 
1 2

     .
1

  and  
2

  are the eigenvalues, which can reflect 

important information about the flow as described in Fig.3 , in connection with specific 

crow behaviors. The specific introduction of the analysis can be found in paper [17], 

and the following five specific flows are simply summarized as: 

Blocking: 0  ;Ring/Arch: 0 , 0   ;Lane: 0  ; Bottleneck: 

0 , 0   ;Fountainhead: 0 , 0   . 

As motioned above, we only consider the valid sampling pixels in each frame. Then 

for each frame, we build five kinds behavior flow histograms, as a micro-behavior, 

which will use describe complex scenes. 
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Figure 4.  (a) is a Crowd Scene, and (b) is the Corresponding Histogram 

 X coordinate is five kinds micro-behaviors, respectively Fountainhead, Bottleneck 

Blocking, Lane, Ring/Arch, and Y is the ratio. 

 

3.  LLE-based Sparse Representation 

Traditional sparse representation algorithms suppose that there are M distinct categories 

training samples making up an over complete dictionary: 
1

= ,
M m N

D D D R


  
 

， ,                                                    (4)  

and 
1

[ , ..., ] i

i

m Ni i i

N
D d d R


   is used to describe the i th class containing 

i
N training 

samples. For a test sample y , it can be sparsely represented by the over complete dictionary, 

which is merged by all these M classes: 
m

y D R   ,                                                                     (5) 

in which
N

R   is the sparse representation of y  over the dictionary D .Influenced by 

noise, we renewal sparse representation ̂ of y  as Eq.(6) show: 
2

1
ˆ m in y D



      ,                                                (6) 

and ( 1)    is used to enforce sparsity. In order to identify the class of y , we 

calculate the residual error between the test sample and the i-th reconstruction class: 

ˆ( ) , 1,
i i i

r y y D i M      ,                                            (7) 
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in which ˆ
i

  refers to the nonzero coefficients corresponding to the indices of i th 

class’s atoms, and the test sample y which class belongs to can be determined as: 

1,

c la s s ( ) a rg m in ( )
i

i M

y r y
 

  .                                                 (8) 

The more attention we should pay is that it is difficult to label training samples in 

practice. So Eq.(5) is modeled as an over-determined case, i.e., m N . In order to 

solve the problem, the researchers usually increase the dimension of D . That is to say, 

we make 
( )

[   ]
m N m

D D I R
 

   to replace D : 

2

1
m inc y D c c



   ,                         (9) 

in which I  is a unit matrix and 
T ( )

[   ]
T T N m

c R 


   , and 
m

R   is an error vector. 

Then the residual error is defined as: 

( ) , 1, ,
i i i

r y y D c i M      .                                           (10) 

The class of y  is then determined as the one with the minimal residual:  

1,

c la s s ( ) a rg m in    r ( )
i

i M

y y
 

  .                                               (11) 

Locally linear embedding (LLE) is a promising manifold learning algorithm, and has 

attracted a lot of attentions. LLE is based on simple geometric intuitions, We give a test 

sample set
1 2

[ , , ... ]
n

Y y y y . Inspired by LLE, an assumption generated to alleviate the 

instability of sparse decompositions is that, if a test sample 
i

y  can be estimated by the 

linear combination of its neighbors in the manifold of the test sample set, then 
i

c can be 

also estimated by the linear combination of corresponding neighbors using the same 

reconstruction weight of the sample 
i

y . Based on the assumption above, an LLE-based 

quadratic constraint is defined as: 
2

1 ( )
i

n

i ji j

i j N y

c w c

 

 
 ,                             (12) 

where 
j i

v  denotes the reconstruction weight of 
j

c . )(
i

yN is selected if it is within the 

first 
i

y  closest samples with respect to 
i

y . 
j i

w  can be obtained as 

2

( ) ( )

a rg m in ; . . 1
j i

i i

j i i j i j j i
v

j N y j N y

w y w y s t w

 

   
  .                           (13) 

Eq.(16) can be transformed as:  
2

22

1 ( )

( ) ( ( )( ) ) ( )

i

n

T T T T

i ji j

i j N y

c w c C C W C C W T r C I W I W C T r C M C

 

         
.        (14) 

where I  is the unit matrix and ( )( )
T

M I W I W    . And 
j i

W
W

 is defined as: 
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,                                (15) 

Then the LLE-based optimization problem named LLESR is formulated as: 
2

11
m in ( )

T

C

Y D C C T r C M C     ,                                     (16) 
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where 
1

0   is the regularization parameter.Our aim is to optimize C . Eq.(16) can be 

represented as follows: 

1 ,

2

1 1,
1 , 1 1

m in
m

m m m

T

i i ij i j i
c c

i i j i

y D c M c c c 

  

     .                        (17) 

According to [18, 19], the key to solve Eq.(17) is to search for the sign of coefficient
( )j

i
c , 

which means the j -th coefficient of 
i

c . In our paper, we employ feature-sign search 

algorithm introduced in [18, 19] to obtain the optimal sparse representation 
*

i
c  

 

4. Experimental Results 

We use the real-world video sequences downloaded from web (such as BBC, Youtube) 

and sequences from PETS 2009 Dataset, representing crowd scenes. 

  We take a set of scattered video downloaded from PETS 2009 as an example to introduce 

our method. Fig.5.has described one frame of the scene with the size of 2 4 0 3 6 0 . As 

described in Fig.6. (b), in order to eliminate the noise, we set velocity threshold  first, and 

set v of the pixel to zero if v   ( = 0 .5 ). At the same time, we downscale the samples by 

the size of 1 2 2 0  according to the size of crowd density of the scene.  

 

Figure 5. “Panic” Scenery of Crowds 
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(d) vector 
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histogram 
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Figure 6. The Effect Comparison of :(A) Pixels with No-sampling and (B) Pixels 
with Sampling 

In the video image processing, a kind of behavior cannot be completely expressed 

only by one frame’s information. Instead, multi-kinds of behaviors are often expressed 

by a video sequence. Hence, in this paper, we adopt the method of constructing space -

time cube to express behaviors using micro behaviors, and the entire crowd behavior is 

described by these micro behaviors. For example, a “Panic” scene can be judged by 

video scene which is composed of several micro-behaviors mainly include 

"Fountainhead" flow in a period of time. There are three abnormal behaviors commonly 

existing in crowds described as follows. They can be expressed by five micro-behaviors 

flows vividly.  

(1) Panic: Crowds diverge from one location and persist in many separate 

directions; 

(2) Cluster: Crowds converge to one location suddenly for some reason, such as 

fight with each other. 

(3) Congestion: Crowds bounce off of each other in somewhat random directions 

and surrounding crowd moving in opposite directions block each other as crowd 

density increase and may kead to gridlock. 

For each frame, we can get the micro-behavior, representing as: 

R = [R ,R ,R ,R ,R  ]
F o u n ta in h ea d B o ttle n e c k B lo c k in g L a n e A rch

  .                       (18) 

The ratios of one frame just reflect temporary behaviors, and a specific crowd 

behavior can be expressed by multiple micro-behaviors during a durational time. In this 

paper, the entire sequence is divided into non-overlapped small fragments uniformly, 

and the length of each fragment is I . In our experiment, we choose 1 6I   in practice, 

and the selection of the frame number has been fully taken into consideration of the 

length of test data. Then a training sample of micro-behavioral semantic feathers can be 

described by a 5 1 6 = 8 0  dimensional vector by sequential clips of the video as follows: 

1 2 1 6
[ , ]

i

j
d R R R   ,                                                          (19) 

where
i

j
d  denotes the j -th sample of the i -th class. 

Our purpose is to use micro-behaviors to describe the common abnormal crowd 

behaviors. Table1 gives a set of data as a sample for typical scenery “Panic”. From the 

table we can find that the “Panic” behavior is mainly composed of “Fountainhead” 
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micro-behavior flow and the ratio tendency of effective sample points basically remains 

a certain correlation in certain duration.  

Table 1.  Ratio Conditions Corresponding to Behaviors 

RFountainhead
RBottleneck RBlocking R Lane

R  Arch

1
2

3

4

1

5

6

11

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

0.654         0.062         0.051         0.115         0.115  

0.684         0.053         0.066         0.066         0.131 

0.679         0.095         0.024         0.059         0.143

0.643         0.092         0.020         0.020         0.225 

0.644         0.022         0.044         0.089         0.200

0.588         0.069         0.019         0.059         0.265 

0.617         0.121         0.020         0.030         0.212  

0.638         0.088         0.039         0.049         0.186 

0.691         0.048         0.049         0.049         0.163 

0.616         0.024         0.056         0.048         0.256  

0.607         0.063         0.063         0.031         0.236  

0.624         0.050         0.050         0.050         0.226

0.631         0.059         0.050         0.042         0.218

0.603         0.059         0.044         0.066         0.228 

0.642         0.070         0.056         0.063         0.169  

0.661         0.052         0.026         0.069         0.192

 
We do not use a Tolerance L of ratio to make a conclusion which behavior it belongs 

to as in [11], because the choice of L might be uncertain. In our paper, we adopt LLE-

SR algorithm (
1

= 0 .1, =1, 5k   ) to distinguish different abnormal behaviors.  

After obtaining the sparse representation dictionary and the behavior characteristics 

of test samples, we can use the proposed LLE-SR method to classify behaviors. In our 

proposed algorithm, we construct a 8 0 8 0 0  dictionary and adopt a set of video 

sequences, including three abnormal behaviors mentioned above and normal behaviors 

to verify this algorithm.  Fig.6 shows the test result of “Panic” with 100 test samples. 

From Fig.6 we can see that sparse coefficients of the test samples mainly concentrate in 

the dictionary's atoms position of "Panic". 

Normal

Panic

congestion

Cluster

  

Figure 6. The Video Sequences of “Panic” Detection Result 

In order to further prove the effectiveness of our algorithm, we use the same test 

samples to detect abnormal behaviors with other methods and the result is shown in 

Table 2. Optical  flow  method  is  often  used  as a  description  of  the  events  in  

complex  scenes nowadays [20-21]. It has a good description of the change rate of pixel 

gray values and indirectly reflects the target’s moving speed and direction. So it is 

widely used in the field of abnormal behavior detection. In Table 2, Method 1 

represents our LLE-SR algorithm proposed in this paper; Method 2 represents SR 
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algorithm combining with micro-behaviors mentioned in this paper; Method 3 

represents optical flow feather combining with HMM. 

According to the test of different kinds of video sequences, we can see from Table 2 

that, our proposed LLE-SR method achieves the highest accuracy. 

Table 2. The Accuracy of Different Methods 

Abnomal 

behavior

Normal 

behavior

Panic

Cluster

Congestion

Samples

Train Test

Classes

Name

200

200

200

200

100

126

88

100

Accuracy

Method 

1

Method 

2

92% 87%

87.6% 83.3%

88.6% 87.5%

91% 88%

Method 

3

89%

81.7%

85.22%

89%

 
 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we put forward a method that combines Sparse Representation based on 

Locally Linear Embedding with semantic feathers of micro-behaviors to recognize 

behaviors of high density crowd in visual scenes. The main achievements of this work 

are the micro-behaviors construction using gradient matrix of sampling points and the 

addition of LLE regularization term for sparse representation. Micro-behaviors 

combines low-lever motion features with high-lever semantic to express complex 

scenes better. LLE-based Sparse Representation method fully considers the behavior of 

local manifold structure of samples. By the way of adding LLE regularization term in 

sparse classification model, the unstable property of the manifold structure can be 

overcame and the recognition rate can be improved. Experimental results show that our 

LLE-SR method improves the accuracy and robustness. 
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